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One of the most annoying aspects of developing
for mobiles is how unresponsive they tend to be
to most of the things you do. The final phone you

develop for will likely be the most responsive.
Mobile devices just aren't designed to be great at
anything. Windows 10 Mobile has been built for

the best and most powerful Windows devices and
it was built from the ground up to meet all of your

Windows 10 Mobile needs. Whether you're
working on the go or at home, Office, Word,
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Excel, PowerPoint and more can help you get
everything done on your phone, tablet, laptop,

and PC. You probably cant plan out every aspect
of your game in terms of interaction and playing

nice with mobile hardware simultaneously. Its
more likely that these gems where the two meet
in harmony will pop up as accidents while youre
experimenting. But having a solid understanding
of the way your code runs on the hardware you
intend to deploy on will help. Windows mobile

10's Universal Windows platform is an operating
environment that lets you develop apps for a
wide range of different devices. Applications
written using this platform run on the phone,

tablet and PC while using the same single code
base. Now if you want to take on that big

corporate with a range of apps and master them
in terms of the interface, WMP is the one you can
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go for. However, other than the fact that Windows
Phone uses touch screens, I recommend it to

anyone with an Android phone, because you will
never have to worry about rooting your phone
and losing your warranty, as with Windows 10

mobile. Most bugs in Windows 10 mobile will be
fixed after a few months of usage.
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the area in which the lumia unfortunately falls
behind the competition, by quite a margin, is

imaging features. there is no panorama function
which is arguably the most used special mode by
many users and the smart camera features we've

seen on previous lumia models aren't on board
either. in theory you can install additional modes

from the windows store but not manyare
available for the windows 10 mobile platform.

we've been told microsoft is planning to add more
functions with future updates but at the time of
writing the lumia 950 should not be your first

choice if you like playing with innovative imaging
functions. the microsoft device is also let down by

a lack of imaging features and especially a
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panorama mode. in comparison to other
operating systems windows 10 does not, at this

point, offer too much in terms of third party
imaging apps either but we'll have to wait and
see where the os is heading in this respect. on
the plus side, dng raw recording, a two-stage

camera button and extensive manual control in
the camera app (even for video) will be

appreciated by most mobile photographers and
are, at least in this combination, still lacking on
many of the lumia 950's competitors. the lumia

950 comes with windows 10 mobile, and as such,
it comes with the best set of apps that microsoft

has to offer at the moment, such as the office
apps, onenote and outlook. you can even make

phone calls with it, although our test calls weren't
able to connect with a number of carrier networks
in the us. while microsoft has delivered the best
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windows phone that can run windows apps, the
phone has a fair share of shortcomings. the
screen is not as bright as the iphone 7s, the

speaker is only average, the camera could be
better, and the specs are on the lower end of the

mid-range spectrum. 5ec8ef588b
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